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Low frequency sound stimulation therapy as an non-invasive, alternative approach to the treatment 
of pain, inflammation & circulatory conditions
Kevin Longoria
Wave Therapy LLC, USA

Wave Therapy (“WT”) is a FDA Class I low frequency sound stimulation device that has no known side effects or 
contraindications. It has been shown to provide immediate & quantifiable improvements in various health, wellness & 

performance biomarkers. Wave Therapy has been granted three U.S. Patents for the treatment of 1) circulatory disorders, 2) 
inflammatory musculoskeletal connective tissue disorders and 3) blood-manifested medical disorders. During a Wave Therapy 
session, up to six clients are arranged in a circle around a WT unit, which is a transducer (speaker) immersed in water emitting 
omni-directional acoustic pressure waves at a very specific frequency. These sound waves, which are accelerated through the 
water, can stimulate every cell in the body and increase systemic nitric monoxide production for improved oxygen and nutrient 
rich blood flow throughout the entire body. Wave Therapy offers onsite medical-grade diagnostic testing including heart rate 
variability, photoplethysomography (PPG) & bioelectrical impedance analysis to provide a data-driven approach to treatment 
prescription and objective progress monitoring. Furthermore, university research has found that 86% of participants reported 
quantifiable improvement in pain perception following a single 30-minute WT session. Wave Therapy may therefore represent 
a non-invasive, non-pharmaceutical & safe approach to the management of pain. In addition to its treatment locations in 
Scottsdale, AZ and Las Vegas, NV, Wave Therapy is also the exclusive distributor of Wave Therapy devices in the U.S., Canada, 
Mexico & the U.K.
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